
70cm LED Wall Mirror Bathroom Mirrors Light Decor Round

RRP: $329.95

Enjoy absolute clarity in a mirror that lasts with this stunning round

bathroom mirror by Della Francesca. Rimmed with a waterproof LED light

strip that changes colour temperatures with just a touch, you can see

exactly how you'll look under any kind of lighting. With three light settings,

you can see yourself like you'll appear outside during daylight hours, at

the office under cool fluorescent lighting, and relaxing in the soft glow of

warm yellow lights in the evening. This mirror is as beautiful as it is

practical. With its urban contemporary vibe, it adds a touch of elegance to

your bath for a streamlined, clean look.

Superb craftsmanship sets this mirror apart from the rest. Starting with

top-quality mirror-grade glass, the maker adds a layer of pure silver for

high reflectivity, a protective copper film, and a layer of paint to seal it in.

With an expected lifespan of 50,000 hours, the light strip will provide you

with years of service. And, best of all, it won't fog up — even after a

steamy shower. It's dust- and water-resistant, making it easy to clean and

maintain. In addition to being the perfect bathroom mirror, it functions

equally well in your bedroom, office, living room, or even a home gym!

Give your home décor an upgrade this year with this stunning mirror.

Order yours today!

Features and Specifications:Features and Specifications:

Material: High-quality mirror-grade glass, pure silver, copper film,
paint, and LED lights
Colour: Silver and frosted white
Diameter: 70cm
Lifespan (light strip): 50,000 hours
Light temperatures: Daylight - 6,000 K, cool white - 4,000 K, warm
yellow light - 3,000 K
50-60 Hz with a 1m wire output
Accessories: Mounting hardware and user's manual
Resists fogging for perfect clarity
Dustproof and waterproof
Touch controls
Low-voltage 12v LED light strip
Easy to install and maintain

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: 70cm
Colour: Silver
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